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This consolidated appeal arises from an order of the Circuit Court for Somerset

County, sitting as a juvenile court, finding Dewane W., Jr., Maria W., and Allayah L., 

appellees, to be children in need of assistance (“CINA”)  and granting custody of the children1

to the Somerset County Department of Social Services (the “Department”), also an appellee,

for placement in foster care.  The appeal is brought by appellant Dewane W., Sr. (“Mr. W.”),

father of Dewane W., Jr., and Maria W., and appellant Michael J. (“Mr. J.”), father of

Allayah L.  Erica W. (“Ms. W.”), the mother of the three children, did not appeal.2

On appeal, Mr. W. raises the following questions for our review:

1. Did the court err when it determined that Maria and Dewane were

CINA?

2. Did the court err by ordering that Maria and Dewane remain in foster

care when there were no allegations that their father abused or

neglected them?

3. Did the court err by refusing to grant the parents’ request to transfer

this matter to Delaware when the entire family’s substantial contacts

were not in Maryland?

Mr. J. raises the following questions for our review:

1. Does the ICPC apply to a noncustodial parent for whom there are no

allegations of abuse or neglect?

 A child in need of assistance (“CINA”) is “a child who requires court intervention1

because: (1) [t]he child has been abused, has been neglected, has a developmental disability,

or has a mental disorder; and (2) [t]he child’s parents, guardian, or custodian are unable or

unwilling to give proper care and attention to the child and the child’s needs.”  Md. Code

(2013 Repl. Vol.) § 3-801(f) of the Courts and Judicial Proceedings Article (“CJP”).

 The children’s CINA proceedings were consolidated with the CINA proceedings for2

their older sister, Amber B., who was also adjudicated CINA.  Neither Ms. W., nor Amber’s

father, Robert B., appealed.



2. Did the Department violate the Interstate Compact on the Placement

of Children when it removed Allayah from Delaware to Maryland

for a foster care placement?

3. Was Mr. J. denied procedural due process?

4. Was Mr. J. denied substantive due process?

For the reasons set forth below, we shall affirm the judgment of the circuit court.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

History

Ms. W. has four children: Amber B. (born February 7, 1997); Allayah L. (born

May 10, 1999); Dewane W., Jr. (born March 7, 2001); and, Maria W. (born October 30,

2006).  Amber’s father, Robert B., is a registered sex offender.  Allayah’s father, Mr. J., had

no interaction with Allayah until November 5, 2012, after the filing of this CINA case. 

Dewane and Maria’s father is Mr. W., who is married to Ms. W.  According to Mr. W., he

is a “stepfather” to Amber and Allayah and has been involved in their lives “since the day

they were crawling.”

Between August 1998 and August 2009, the State of Delaware conducted several

child protective services (“CPS”) investigations concerning the children.  The CPS

investigations centered on sexual abuse allegations, lack of parenting skills, drug use,

unexplained injuries to the children, family dysfunction, Ms. W.’s mental health issues,

truancy, and homelessness.  The family was generally uncooperative with the local

department and the schools and refused services.  Ms. W. reported that she was sexually
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abused by her father as a child.  Nevertheless, she left Amber and Allayah with him and

reported that he sexually abused them.  Amber and Allayah also were reportedly sexually

abused by a maternal great uncle.  Ms. W. took no action regarding any sexual abuse reports. 

In June 2007, Delaware CPS made findings of indicated truancy regarding Amber,

Allayah, and Dewane.  Delaware CPS investigated truancy and homeless concerns again in

March of 2008, but it closed the case when Ms. W.’s father purchased a trailer in which the

family could live.  In 2009, Ms. W., who had not completed high school, began home

schooling the children.  That same year, Amber told Ms. W. that she had been raped, but

Ms. W. did nothing about it, stating that she did not know what to do.  Delaware CPS

continued to have concerns regarding the children, including their lack of education, lack of

supervision, and Ms. W.’s mental health issues.  Ms. W. has an extensive criminal history

in Delaware for truancy issues, a terrorist threat, offensive touching, writing bad checks,

possession of a firearm, possession of controlled dangerous substances, assault, reckless

endangerment, extortion, felony criminal activity, forgery, and identity theft against the

elderly.

Investigations in Maryland

On January 11, 2011, the Worcester County Department of Social Services

(“Worcester DSS”) received a referral regarding concerns of instability and neglect.  Ms. W.

and her children were residing at a Holiday Inn in Ocean City, Maryland, and Ms. W. was

giving conflicting stories regarding how she was able to pay for a hotel.  Ms. W. reported that

she was home schooling her children, but there was concern regarding her ability to do so. 
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On January 20, 2011, Worcester DSS received another referral.  This time the

concerns were that the children had inadequate food and clothing, were exposed to unsafe

conditions, had inadequate hygiene, and that their basic needs were not likely to be met due

to Ms. W.’s impairment.

On August 19, 2011, the Wicomico County Department of Social Services, received

a referral with concerns that Ms. W. and Mr. W. were homeless, and their truck had been

repossessed.  The referral indicated that the family continually relocates.  Ms. W. reported

that the children were being home schooled.  The referral also indicated that both Ms. W. and

Mr. W. had possible untreated mental issues, and they had reported that either Amber or

Allayah had been molested in Delaware.  In September 2011, Ms. W. received expedited

food stamps in Delaware and emergency housing at Red Mill Inn in Rehoboth, Delaware. 

On October 12, 2011, however, she returned to Caroline County, Maryland. 

On October 20, 2011, the Caroline County Department of Social Services received

a referral with concerns that Ms. W. was having issues with Allayah, who reportedly was

destroying household items and lying.  The referral indicated that the family had moved

approximately eight times since January 2011 and seemed “to be flying under the radar”

based on all the moving.  The referral raised concerns regarding Ms. W.’s mental health

issues, as well as concerns that the children were not enrolled in school and not registered

with the home school program in Caroline County.  
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After the case was referred to Family Services, a social worker unsuccessfully

attempted a home visit and then contacted Ms. W. by telephone.  Ms. W. reported that she

has leukemia and is severely anemic.  Despite several more attempts, the social worker was

never able to make a home visit, and she was unable to contact Ms. W. by telephone again. 

On November 16, 2011, the social worker was able to speak with Ms. W.’s landlord,

who voiced concerns regarding the family.  The landlord stated that the family had broken

appliances in the apartment, and the children wore dirty clothes.  The landlord believed that

the children may have been sleeping on the floor and there was trash on the floor.   

On December 8, 2011, the Department received a referral raising concerns that the

children, now living on Hampden Road in Princess Anne, Somerset County, were not

enrolled in school.  The referral stated that Ms. W. moved frequently because she was

“wanted” in Delaware.  The Department referred Ms. W. to Family Services to assist the

family with housing, the children’s education, lack of income, and Ms. W.’s physical and

mental health issues.  The case was closed, however, after Ms. W. failed to follow through

with the services and moved from Hampden Road without notifying the Department.  

On July 12, 2012, Ms. W. made a self-referral to the Department with concerns that

Allayah, then 13 years old, was having sex with older males and females.  At that time,

Ms. W. reported that Allayah was facing criminal charges for letting three older males come

into the home and rape Ms. W.  Ms. W. reported that she was fearful of Allayah, who was

out of control, and she did not want Allayah in her home. 
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Although Ms. W. had been receiving temporary cash assistance, medical assistance,

and food stamps, the cash assistance was cut off because Ms. W. failed to provide

documentation that the children were enrolled in school.  Ms. W. did not pay rent from

March 2012 to August 2012.  On July 26, 2012, after Ms. W. contacted the Department’s

director regarding payment of her rent to avoid eviction, a referral was made for family

services.  A social worker initiated contact with Ms. W., but Ms. W. refused services, stating

that she only needed financial assistance with regard to her pending eviction.  

On August 3, 2012, the Department received another referral with concerns that the

Princess Anne Police Department (“PAPD”) had responded to the family home on Wink

Lane in Princess Anne on several occasions from June to August 2012.  The calls to the

home related to criminal activity involving Ms. W. and Dewane.  Specifically, on June 15,

2012, the PAPD responded to a call, at 9:40 p.m., regarding juveniles setting fires at a youth

center.  When they responded, they found Dewane, then 11 years old, there alone.  Ms. W.

was not aware of Dewane’s whereabouts.  Although Dewane had a cell phone, he did not

know the phone numbers of any family members.  

On June 17, 2012, the PAPD again came into contact with Dewane because Dewane

had set fire to a shirt using spray paint and a lighter.  That same week, Dewane and his

friends had spray painted a county building and a vehicle.  On June 27, 2012, Dewane was

found outside well after dark and a considerable distance from Wink Lane without any

supervision.  When responding to Wink Lane regarding these, and three other calls, the
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PAPD observed that there did not appear to be any food or furniture in the home, the home

was dirty, the family members had very poor hygiene, and the children lacked supervision. 

Mr. W. was in the home at the time.  

Dewane was charged with felony theft, malicious destruction of property, and several

other charges, and he was ordered to be on electronic monitoring and to participate in mental

health therapy.  Some time thereafter, Ms. W. accompanied Dewane for a mental health

intake.  She was uncooperative and made no follow through after the initial mental health

intake, nor did she respond to repeated phone calls.  A social worker observed that Dewane

struggled to write his name when signing home visit logs. 

The Department attempted a home visit on August 3, 2012, to initiate a child neglect

investigation, but no one was home.  A social worker was able to meet with Ms. W. at the

PAPD on August 7, 2012, after rape allegations by Ms. W were reported.  Ms. W.’s

statement to police was that Allayah had poisoned her so that the sexual assaults could take

place.  Ms. W. reported to her social worker that she did not need family services to assist

her. 

On August 14, 2012, after being informed that Ms. W. had been evicted, the

Department was able to observe Ms. W.’s apartment at the Wink Lane address.  There was

an eviction notice on the door, informing Ms. W. that she had until August 21, 2012, to

remove her personal belongings from the property.  Department social workers observed

numerous boxes of instant mashed potatoes in the apartment, numerous bottles of spray
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butter and a can of beer in the refrigerator, a carton of ice cream in the freezer, and a chicken

or turkey in the freezer.  The home was filthy and in disarray.  The apartment had two

bedrooms; one with a bed and the other with a twin mattress leaning against the wall.  

After observing the apartment, the Department workers met with Ms. W. at the

Holiday Inn in Salisbury.  Ms. W. accepted family services and signed a service agreement. 

Although Ms. W. had received $800 in temporary cash assistance benefits on August 4, 2012,

she reported that she had no money.  When asked where all the money went, Ms. W.

responded that she had spent it on food, the laundromat, clothes, gas, and a hotel stay.  The

Office of the State’s Attorney for Somerset County  (“OSA”) had reimbursed Ms. W. for the

hotel stay, however, and Mr. W. reported that he had given Ms. W. $800 to pay for the hotel

room.  As in the apartment on Wink Lane, Department social workers observed minimal food

at the Holiday Inn, with the exception of instant mashed potatoes. 

On August 19, 2012, the family was evicted from the Holiday Inn due to theft and

hygiene issues.  The Holiday Inn reported to the OSA that Ms. W. stole $552 worth of sheets,

blankets, towels, etc., and that the hotel room would not be able to be rented out for five to

seven days due to the filth.  The Holiday Inn also reported that there were dog feces left in

the hallway from Ms. W.’s small dog.  Ms. W. also had incurred $42 charges for long

distance calls from the hotel room, despite a Department social worker informing her that

long distance phone calls were not allowed. 
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On August 21, 2012, the Department secured a spot for the family at the Christian

Shelter, and Ms. W. stated that she would call there.  On August 23, 2012, the Department

was informed that the family never showed up.  When the Department contacted Ms. W., she

advised that the family was staying in the family vehicle.  The social worker told Ms. W. that

she would need to meet with her the following day, August 24 at 1:00 p.m.  Ms. W. became

irate and hung up the phone before the worker could tell her where to meet.   

Also on August 23, the Department was informed that Dewane was detained at the

Department of Juvenile Services (“DJS”) facility in Salisbury as a result of his stealing from

a Walmart store.  Ms. W., who was to supervise Dewane at all times while he was wearing

the electronic monitoring bracelet, was with Dewane when he was caught stealing from the

Walmart.  Dewane remained in the custody of DJS.   Allayah previously had been charged

with theft, which also occurred under Ms. W.’s supervision, after stealing from a Dollar

General store and leaving with Ms. W. in Ms. W.’s Ford Explorer.  3

On August 28, 2012, the Department filed CINA petitions for Amber, Allayah,

Dewane, and Maria, noting that the family’s last known address was on Wink Lane.  The

petitions listed the concerns, discussed supra, for the children.  In August and September

2012, Ms. W. applied for and received cash assistance and food stamp benefits from both

Maryland and Delaware. 

 Maria told Dr. Lewis in her neuropsychological examination that Mr. and Ms. W.3

taught the children “how to steal,” i.e., “how to take things and put them in our pockets

without getting caught.” 
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On September 13, 2012, the Department made an abuse report regarding Ms. W. to

the State of Delaware.   Delaware attempted to locate Ms. W. by contacting several relatives. 

None of the relatives had seen or heard from Ms. W. in two or three years.  A landlord in

Delaware stated that he had rented to Ms. W. two years prior, but he had not seen or heard

from her since.  He reported that, in addition to leaving the rental home in disarray, Ms. W.

stole the landlord’s identity and used his personal information to obtain money.  The landlord

informed the social worker that the children did not attend school and often were in trouble. 

The Delaware school system informed the social worker that Ms. W.’s children had been

inactive with the school system since 2008.

On September 25, 2012, the Department attempted alternative service on Ms. W. by

placing ads in both Maryland and Delaware newspapers.  On October 10, 2012, the

Department received a phone call from a Social Services Specialist, who informed the

Department that the Adams State Services Center in Delaware had paid for Ms. W. to stay

in a hotel from October 5-7, 2012, and that the hotel was paid through the following week. 

The Department contacted a social worker with the Delaware department and informed the

social worker of the family’s whereabouts.  The Delaware social worker was able to make

contact with the family on October 11, 2012, at which time Amber, Allayah, and Maria were

removed from Ms. W.’s care.  The Delaware worker then met someone from the Department,

who took the children. 
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Adjudicatory and Disposition Hearings Before Master

On November 27, 2012,  December 20, 2012, January 25, 2013, and February 1, 2013,4

adjudicatory and disposition hearings for all three children were held before the master.  At

the hearings, the following additional background was adduced, in relevant part.

When the children entered foster care, they were examined by a medical professional. 

At that time, all of them were in need of vaccinations.  Amber reported that she had been

sexually assaulted, she had allergies, and she had problems with daytime sleepiness.  Amber

and Allayah were “morbidly obese”; Amber weighing 253 pounds with a 44% body mass

index (“BMI”), and Allayah weighing 286 pounds with a BMI of 52.7%.  Maria also was

obese, but not to the same extent as her sisters.  The children indicated that they had not

received dental care in some time. 

Amber had a cystic lesion on the back of her leg, which required a referral to a general

surgeon.  Allayah presented with a “pretty extensive” fungal rash in her groin area, as well

as a rash on her feet.  She also failed a vision examination.  When DJS took Dewane for a

medical examination on November 20, 2012, the doctor could not see his eardrums due to

wax buildup.  The doctor expressed surprise that Dewane could even hear with the extent of

the buildup.  Dewane was afraid to have the wax removed, and he initially refused.  When

the doctor later  was able to remove the buildup, he found a dead bug – believed to be a roach

 The parties agree that there is no transcript of this hearing due to a problem with the4

recording system.
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– in Dewane’s ear.  Dewane recalled thinking that a bug had crawled into his ear, and he

complained to Ms. W., who did nothing.  

 A representative of the PAPD testified that she had been in “extensive, continuous

contact” with both Ms. W. and Mr. W. regarding the children.  On August 7, 2012, the family

was brought to the PAPD and monitored for nine hours because of investigations that were

taking place at their residence.  The PAPD representative observed that the children were

“quite dirty,” their clothing was “tattered,” they had a “distinct” odor, they were hungry, and

they had not been fed.  The children stated that they did not go to school, and they seemed

“starved for affection.”   

The PAPD representative stated that Mr. W. was with the family on “every occasion”

that they reported to the PAPD.  When the PAPD responded to any of their homes, Mr. W.

was always there.   

A case management specialist with DJS testified that, before Dewane was adjudicated

for any offenses, Ms. W. would call to berate DJS for its lack of services, and state that she

was unable to supervise Dewane, and request that he be removed from her care.  Mr. W. also

was very belligerent toward DJS representatives, using foul language and making threats. 

Nevertheless, Ms. W. and Mr. W. failed to appear for Dewane’s adjudication and disposition

hearings.   

After Dewane was sheltered and placed in a foster home, he began to thrive and do

well in school.  Dewane worked very hard in school and was excited about learning. 
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Although Dewane should have been in 5th grade when he entered foster care, he was reading

only on a 1st grade level.   

A social worker with the Department testified that both Allayah’s and the

Department’s first contact with Mr. J. was on November 5, 2012, when he appeared for

court.  Mr. J. reported that he had dated Ms. W. for about 18 months when he was 16 years

old and she was 26 years old.  When he turned 18, Ms. W. contacted him and told him that

she gave birth to his child, asserting that the child was the product of rape.  Mr. J. also had

another child, Tyreik, who was being cared for by his mother, Cleo W.  Mr. J. did express

that he wanted to be a resource for Allayah, but stated that, if he could not have custody of

Allayah, that it would be best if Cleo W. was Allayah’s custodian.   

The social worker testified that neither Ms. W. or Mr. W. engaged with her at all. 

Although the social worker had sent the W.’s service agreements, they did nothing.  The W.s

also repeatedly failed to appear for appointments, including psychological evaluation

appointments.  The worker reported that Mr. W. had “no idea” that there were medical or

educational issues with the children.  

A child protective services investigator with the Department testified that the

Department decided to remove the children because of Ms. W.’s neglect and refusal to work

with the Department.  Because the Department could not find Ms. W. after she left the

Holiday Inn, it could not assess the children’s safety or the risk to them.  After learning that
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Ms. W. may be in Delaware, the Department decided to contact Delaware to assist with

finding the children. 

The investigator testified that the Department attempted to locate all of the parents by

sending notifications to all known past addresses.  Ms. W. had told the Department that

Mr. J. was incarcerated, which Allayah confirmed on the date of her removal.  The

Department initially had the wrong address for Mr. J., on Sunset Drive, which address it had

obtained through the child support office.  After the initial hearing, however, it was able to

locate his correct address, on Rabbit Run Lane, through the parole and probation office in

Delaware.  

At the time of the hearings, Mr. J.’s 15-year-old son Tyreik, who lived with Mr. J. and

Cleo W. on Rabbit Run Lane, was on probation for indecent exposure, for which he had been

expelled from school.  The indecent exposure incident took place on a school transportation

van when he exposed himself to a female.  Mr. J. testified that he had been living in the home

with Tyreik and Cleo W., who had guardianship of Tyreik, for approximately eight months,

since his release from incarceration.  He was in jail for the delivery of a controlled dangerous

substance (cocaine), and he also had been convicted of DUI and failure to pay child support. 

Prior to his incarceration, he had been living with his sister in Dover, Delaware.  Mr. J. also

had two other daughters with Aleeshia W., Marayah and Michaela,  with whom he had lived5

 The spelling of Aleeshia, Marayah, and Michaela, is inconsistent throughout the5

record.  We shall use these spellings for consistency.
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on Sunset Drive for nine years.  He agreed that the last address for him that existed with the

child support office was Sunset Drive.  Aleeshia W. would give Mr. J. any mail that she

received at that address.  Mr. J. never had a home of his own, and his name had never been

on a lease.  Aleeshia W. testified that Mr. J. assisted her with their two daughters, and he

would watch them when they were sick and could not go to school.     

Although Mr. J. was aware that Allayah was his child, he was unable to visit with her

because Ms. W. objected.  Mr. J. saw Allayah for the first time on November 5, 2012.  Since

that time, he had exercised visitation with Allayah.  Mr. J. believed that he was a fit and

proper person to have custody of Allayah.   

Cleo W. had reported Tyreik’s mother to the local department of social services “for

something she had done to” Tyreik, and she was aware of numerous investigations by the

local Delaware department of social services regarding Tyreik and his mother.  Tyreik

testified that, because his mother was homeless and could not provide for him, child

protective services had placed him with his aunt on two separate occasions since 2004. 

During the first time he was with his aunt, Mr. J. did not visit Tyreik for two years.  When

Tyreik returned to his mother in 2006, he began seeing Mr. J. again every couple of weeks. 

Tyreik never knew where Mr. J. lived, and Mr. J. never sought custody of Tyreik, even

though he knew that Tyreik’s mother was having some “kind of problems.”  According to

Mr. J., he declined to take custody of Tyreik because he thought the Department would not

give him custody because he was “unfit or whatever.” 
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Allayah recalled having to attend court for truancy issues.  Both Ms. W. and Mr. W.

would attend the hearings.  She once went to the dentist when her tooth was hurting and

cracked, but Ms. W. never followed up to have the tooth fixed. 

Ms. W. denied that she left the apartment on Wink Lane in disarray, stating her belief

that someone went into the apartment after she vacated it and “threw things around.”  She

stated that the children bathed daily while in her care, had at least seven days’ worth of

clothing, never wore the same clothes two days in a row, brushed their hair two or three times

per day, slept in beds, used a working computer for school work, and went to the doctor

when they were ill.  She did recall Amber having a lesion on her leg, but she stated that none

of her phone calls to the doctor were ever returned, so the issue was never addressed.  Ms. W.

denied taking anything from the Holiday Inn, denied damaging the hotel room, and denied

failing to clean up after her dog.  Ms. W. stated that she and Mr. W. had missed Dewane’s

DJS hearings because they did not receive notification.  She declined to stay at the Christian

Shelter because her children had food allergies, and the shelter did not allow her to bring in

food. 

Ms. W. stated that Mr. W. did not live with her on Wink Lane or Hampden Avenue,

but he spent the night at those addresses two or more times per week.  She and Mr. W. had

been separated, but they were working on reconciling their relationship.  She was living in

Mr. W.’s condominium, where the children would be permitted to live if returned to her care.

Ms. W. agreed that she had not visited with the children in the three months after they were
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removed and placed in the Department’s custody because she either did not have

transportation, or Mr. W., who had a heart attack, could not go with her to push her

wheelchair.  

Mr. W. testified that he did not live with Ms. W. on Wink Lane, but he stayed

overnight sometimes.  He agreed that he had consistently been aware of where Ms. W. and

the children were residing, and he would spend the night at the hotels or apartments.  He

stated that the children always had adequate food and clothing, their living arrangements

were always clean, and they were adequately educated. 

At the conclusion of the hearings, the master recommended that the children be found

CINA and placed in the custody of the Department for foster care placement.  

Subsequent Motions

The parties filed exceptions to the master’s recommendations and requested a de novo

hearing.  Mr. W. and Ms. W. also filed a joint motion for change of venue and

reconsideration of jurisdictional matters, alleging that Delaware was the more convenient

forum, as all of the parents lived in Delaware.  Mr. J. filed both a motion for transfer or

coordination of jurisdiction, and a motion for declaratory judgment.  The motion for transfer

or coordination of jurisdiction alleged that all of the parties, except for the Department, were

located in, and had significant contacts with, Delaware, not Maryland.  He asserted that,

although Maryland may be the “home state,” Delaware was the more convenient forum.  The

motion for declaratory judgment sought a declaration that an Interstate Compact on the
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Placement of Children (“ICPC”) referral was not necessary because the ICPC should not

apply where the child is brought into a receiving state and left with the child’s parent or

grandparent. 

At a hearing on April 1, 2013, the court heard arguments and considered the issue

whether Maryland or Delaware was the appropriate forum.  After “fully and fairly”

considering the arguments of the parties, being “mindful of the law” and of the “size of the

files” in the case,  the court found that it would not be in the best interests of the children to

transfer jurisdiction, and that Somerset County was the appropriate forum for the case to be

heard. 

On April 5, 2013, the court denied the motion for change of venue/jurisdiction.  The

court also denied Mr. J.’s motion for declaratory judgment, concluding that the ICPC “will

apply to the parent and other relative resources.” 

De novo Exceptions Hearing

On May 3 and May 10, 2013, the court held a de novo hearing.  Neither Ms. W. not

Mr. W. appeared.  The court denied Ms. W.’s exceptions due to the failure of Ms. W. or a

representative on her behalf to appear for the de novo hearing, but it proceeded with the

exceptions of Mr. W and Mr. J.  The court noted that, per agreement of the parties, the

transcripts and evidence from the proceedings before the master would be admitted and

considered by the court.  At the hearing, the following additional evidence was adduced. 
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Amber testified that when she initially began attending school after being removed

by the Department, it was difficult for her because she had not been schooled properly.  She

stated that her previous testimony was “sugar-coated” because she was afraid of Ms. W. and

Mr. W., and they had told her what to do and say in court.  In fact, they told her to lie so that

she could “come home.”  She stated that Mr. W. was abusive when he resided with the

family, and she did not wish to be around him.  In addition to not attending school, the

family’s other needs were not met.  Their housing was always dilapidated and had mice and

roaches.  Ms. W. would stay at a house for a couple of months and then stop paying the rent

and move on to the next place.  Amber expressed a desire to remain in foster care because

of abuse.  She stated that Ms. W. and Mr. W. did not act like parents, and Ms. W. sometimes

would have Amber or Allayah call their grandmother to try to get money.  If they were

unsuccessful, Ms. W. would take food away from them for days and lock them in their room,

telling them that they could not come out to use the bathroom. 

Allayah testified that she was “a little bit scared of” Ms. W. and “more scared of”

Mr. W.  Ms. W. never “really home taught the way” she was supposed to, and most of the

children’s time was spent “more out on the street.”  Allayah did not want to visit with her

mother in the future because she did not feel like she was “getting anything good out of the

visits.”  Allayah did enjoy visits with Mr. J., and she stated that she would like increased

contact with him in the future.  She did not want to go to live with him, though, because she
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wanted to finish her school year.  She was not certain whether she ultimately wanted to

transition to living with Mr. J.  

Allayah testified that her grandfather and her uncle had molested her, but Ms. W. told

her that the police thought she was lying.  Ms. W. told Allayah that if she were to come back

to live with her, they would be living next door to her grandfather.  Allayah did not want to

“go through that.” 

At the conclusion of the Department’s case, Mr. J. moved to dismiss, asserting that

the Department had not established that Mr. J. was “abusive or neglectful,” and there was no

evidence indicating that Mr. J. had “been anything [but] a fit and proper parent.”  The court

denied the motion. 

Mr. J. testified that he currently was living at his sister’s house, which was a

temporary address.  He had been living there for only two-and-a-half weeks.  Before living

with his sister, he lived with Cleo W. and Tyreik.  They had to leave the house, however,

when the landlord decided to sell the house.  Although Cleo W. and Tyreik had moved to

another house in Seaford, Delaware, Mr. J. did not join them due to various doctor’s

appointments closer to where he had been living in Dover, Delaware.  Mr. J. was not working

because he had broken his hand on the job.  He also had been in a car accident and injured

his back.  Mr. J. was not listed on the lease at the new house.

With respect to his relationship with Allayah, Mr. J. testified that he saw her once

when she was two-years-old, but Ms. W. had not let him see her since that time.  After he
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saw Allayah, he lost all contact with Ms. W. and could not find her because Ms. W.’s address

was “confidential.”  Mr. J. does have visitation with his two children with Aleeshia W.  His

son Tyreik was in the custody of Cleo W. because Tyreik’s mother could not handle him. 

Mr. J. stated that, if the court did not award him custody of Allayah, he would like Cleo W.

to have custody.  Mr. J. stated that he had complied with everything the Department

requested of him.  Mr. J. was $30,000 in arrears on child support due to his unemployment

and incarceration.

Mr. J. agreed that Tyreik could not be unsupervised around children under 13 due to

his indecent exposure charge.  He agreed that when Tyreik went to live with his aunt, he did

not visit Tyreik, and he had missed visits with Allayah, including telephone visits.  He was

considering moving to North Carolina. 

Tyreik’s therapist, Robert Hayes, testified that Tyreik is on probation and had violated

his probation for delinquent behavior unrelated to inappropriate sexual behavior.  Mr. Hayes

described Tyreik as “very impulsive” and “an opportunist,” meaning that “if there’s an

opportunity for something, his impulses kick in and he just does it.”  With regard to Tyreik’s

probation order, Mr. Hayes explained that Tyreik needs “eyes on supervision, meaning their

needs to be an adult in the room,” not just in the home when there are other children around. 

The probation order provided that Tyreik could not be unsupervised with a child under 13

years of age, but Mr. Hayes stated that he would want “eyes on” supervision if the child was

a female, even if 14 or 15 years old.  Mr. Hayes did not believe that it would be a problem
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for Marayah or Michaela, who had visited Mr. J. at Cleo W.’s house every other weekend for

some time, and who had been around Tyreik for a number of months, to live in the house

with Tyreik under the “eyes on” policy.  He recommended, however, that Tyreik be placed

in a residential treatment program for approximately 18 months because of his “negative

behaviors that are still going on and his sexual problems.”  There were no such facilities in

Delaware, and it would be a “fairly long process” to find such a program to meet Tyreik’s

needs. 

  With respect to Allayah’s presence in the home with Mr. J. and Cleo W., Mr. Hayes

stated that, before he could recommend that she be allowed in the house, Allayah’s comfort

level would have to be evaluated by her own therapist.  He recommended, however, that

Tyreik and Allayah needed “eyes on” observation in the house.  He would be concerned

about Tyreik’s behavior around Allayah in the home because Allayah had been sexually

active.  

Cleo W. testified that Mr. J. is not on the lease at the new home in which she lives

with Tyreik, in Seaford, Delaware, which would be the home that Allayah would live in if

Mr. J. had custody.  She stated that Mr. J. stays in the home approximately three nights per

week, and the other four nights he spends at his sister’s house in Dover, Delaware. 

Cleo W.’s landlord is amenable to Mr. J. not being on the lease, as long as he does not live

in the home.  Cleo W.’s fiancé, Mr. Freedman, also lives in her home and helps watch Tyreik

when Cleo W. and Mr. J. are working.  Mr. Freedman is legally blind.  Cleo W. proposed that
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if the court granted custody of Allayah either to her or to Mr. J., the family would have two

houses, close together, although it was unclear how that situation would work. 

Mr. J. testified that, after hearing Mr. Hayes’s opinion regarding having Allayah and

Tyreik in the same house, he thought that it would be best for Allayah to remain in Princess

Anne and be placed with the Department until the end of the school year, and until “we find

out more about what’s going on with my son.”  Prior to hearing Mr. Hayes’s testimony,

Mr. J. thought it would be okay for Allayah to live in the house because she was over the age

of 13; thus, Tyreik would be in compliance with his probation order.  He thought that if

Tyreik was to stay in the home, it would be appropriate for Allayah to stay in foster care or

with his aunt in Milford, Delaware.  Tyreik did not have any other resources or anywhere else

that he could stay.  Mr. J. stated that he wanted Allayah’s case transferred to Delaware

because it would be more convenient for him to visit with her and coordinate services.  He

was not sure when and if he would become employed again.  He stated that if he were to

have custody of Allayah, he and Allayah would most likely live in the “other house that

we’ve been talking about.”  

Heather Ruark, a social worker with the Department assigned to Allayah’s case,

testified that Mr. J. had been inconsistent with his telephone visitations and weekly

supervised visitations with Allayah, which was upsetting to Allayah.  In Ms. Ruark’s opinion,

unsupervised visitation was not appropriate due to Mr. J.’s failure to follow through with

several Department requirements, including signing a service agreement.  Allayah informed
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Ms. Ruark that she was comfortable where she was in foster care and wanted to take her

relationship with Mr. J. slowly, but she would consider home visits with Mr. J. later in the

summer.  Ms. Ruark expressed concern about Allayah living in the home with Tyreik

because Allayah was still in the process of trying to heal from sexual abuse. 

During closing arguments, the Department stated that, until there was an ICPC in

place approving Mr. J. as a resource for Allayah in Delaware, Maryland would not have the

authority to send Allayah to live with Mr. J.  The Department explained that an ICPC usually

is not initiated until a child is found to be a CINA.  In this case, however, the ICPC somehow

had “slipped through,” although it had been closed when it was determined that Mr. J. did

not have a permanent residence in Delaware and there were no resources currently available

for Allayah in Delaware. 

Counsel for Mr. J. made no arguments regarding the ICPC, or that the Department had

not offered Mr. J. services until the completion of an ICPC.  Rather, counsel argued that

Mr. J. was a fit and proper person to have custody, and if the court granted custody and

guardianship to Mr. J., jurisdiction should be transferred to Delaware.   

At the conclusion of the hearing, the court made oral findings on the record.  With

respect to Mr. J., it stated:

Now, let me begin by saying I think he truly wants meaningful contact with his

child, and I think that some point in the future that can be realized when some

things change.  The [c]ourt is concerned with, among other things, and I’ll

expand upon it in my written opinion, the following[.] Mr. [J.] had no contact

with his child, maybe not completely by his own doing, until the first time that

he met the child at the hearing last year before [the master].  He . . . had been
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in prison and was only on release from prison in May of last year.  By his own

testimony he had been incarcerated four different times.  He’s not working

. . . . [H]e has no immediate prospects for employment.  Finances are limited,

and that’s created some problems with respect to visitation since the date of the

initial hearing.  

* * *

We’re not sure where his permanent residence is, but we know because there

was some uncertainty as to his residence, the ICPC study was actually

discontinued, I suppose, I don’t know if that’s the right word, in Delaware

because he didn’t have any permanent residence.  He doesn’t have his license,

that was suspended we were told as a result of his failure to pay child support,

and also that’s troublesome to the [c]ourt, he owes thirty thousand dollars or

more in child support arrearage, albeit . . . only a small portion of that was as

to Allayah.  He hasn’t been able to make all of his visits, just a bit more than

half of his visits in part because of the transportation . . . .  Hasn’t made all of

his phone visits that were arranged by the Department . . . .  I suppose one of

the major concerns that the [c]ourt has with the presence of his son, Tyreik . . .

in his mother’s home, which is a residence of his part of the time, presumably

will be the . . . residence some time in the future, whether it’s in the three

bedroom house in Seaford or a four bedroom house . . . that they are currently

looking at.  And then there was some mention about there may be two houses

. . . and that just doesn’t seem credible . . . given the income . . . .  But Tyreik

is a problem.  There has to be sight supervision by [Cleo W.].  We have

somebody else in the home, we don’t know much about Mr. Freedman who is

the fiancé . . . .  He’s legally blind.  And we know that Tyreik . . . is

impuls[ive] and opportunistic.  He’s been on probation . . . . [I]t creates

problems that may resolve into a, in an ultimate placement somewhere else. 

And that may actually have some impact on what the [c]ourt ultimately does

with this case.  But . . . .  I am just very reluctant as of this date to place a child

who has been allegedly sexually abused and is sexually active in a home with

an opportunistic, impulsive individual who has sexual related crime on which

he has probation on his record. 

June 9, 2013 CINA Order

On June 9, 2013, the court issued a comprehensive memorandum opinion and order

finding each child to be a CINA and placing them with the Department.  With respect to
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Ms. W., the court found that she was “responsible for the neglect of Amber, Allayah,

Dewane, Jr., and Maria.”  The court cited, inter alia, Allayah and Dewane’s legal problems,

the lack of medical and dental care for any of the children, the children’s “gross educational

deficiencies,” the children’s psychological problems, Ms. W.’s inability to maintain stable

housing, Ms. W.’s lack of cooperation with the Department and follow through with services,

and her unwillingness to modify her behavior to ensure that if her children were returned to

her care, they would be free from neglect.    

With respect to Mr. W., the court found that he had been a “constant presence” in all

of the children’s lives, had been an “active parental figure for the children,” and had, “at all

times, been aware of where the children” were living, “despite their frequent moves and

transient lifestyle.”  The court found that Mr. W. stayed at the home on Wink Lane multiple

times per week, and he stayed overnight while the family lived in the Holiday Inn.  The court

noted that it had already found that the children had been neglected, and it stated that,

although “Mr. W. was not the primary caretaker for his children . . . [he] was a constant

fixture in the various homes of his children.  He has, at all relevant times, had the ability to

observe his children and their living situations.”  Nevertheless, Mr. W. failed to intervene on

the children’s behalf, and therefore, he was neglectful. 

  After finding that the children were subjected to neglect, the court found that Mr. W.

was “either unwilling or unable to give proper care and attention to his children,” noting that

he had “not demonstrated a willingness to modify his behavior or comply with [c]ourt
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directives in order to regain custody of his children.”  He also had “taken no action to show

that he is willing to improve the conditions his children have been subjected to up to this

point.”  

With respect to Mr. J., the court reiterated its oral findings, that Mr. J. was

unemployed, unable to work, and had child support arrearages in excess of $30,000.  Mr. J.

did not have custody of any of his four children, although Tyreik had been in the custody of

his mother, Cleo W., since August of 2012.  Due to the indecent exposure incident, Tyreik,

who is “impulsive” and “opportunistic,” required “eyes-on” supervision when with children

under age 13, and when with females 14 and 15, particularly if the female was sexually

active.  When Cleo W. is out of the home, Mr. Freeman, who is legally blind, serves as

Tyreik’s supervisor.  Mr. J., who lives with his sister, also supervises Tyreik when he is in

the home, which is approximately three nights per week. 

With respect to Mr. J.’s relationship with Allayah, the court found that, although

Mr. J. had just met Allayah at the start of the CINA proceedings, when she was 13, the two

had attempted to build a relationship, which had been “progressing well,” and they desired

a relationship with one another.  Because Mr. J. had known Allayah for less than a year, the

court did not find that Mr. J. was directly responsible for her neglect.  It concluded, however,

that

based on the fact that Mr. J.’s name is not on the lease for a home, that Mr. J.

does not have a source of income, and that Mr. J. has another child in his

potential home who requires “eyes-on” supervision when around children of

Allayah’s age and gender, and [Tyreik] is at least partially being supervised by
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a gentleman who is legally blind, the [c]ourt is not convinced that Mr. J. is

currently ready or able to care for Allayah, despite his willingness.

The court did order, however, that Mr. J. be granted unsupervised visitation once per week.

The court noted that it would revisit the case in 90 days.

The court concluded that all of the children were in need of assistance due to neglect,

and there was no parent available for any of the children who was ready, willing, and able

to provide for their health, safety, and welfare.   

This appeal followed. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Maryland appellate courts review child custody cases under three “different but

interrelated” standards of review.  In re Adoption/Guardianship of Cadence B., 417 Md. 146,

155 (2010). First, we review factual findings under the clearly erroneous standard.  Id. 

Second, we review purely legal questions de novo, requiring further proceedings except in

cases of harmless error.  Id.  Finally, we review “the ultimate conclusion of the [juvenile

court] founded upon sound legal principles and based upon factual findings that are not

clearly erroneous” for a “clear abuse of discretion.”  Id. (quoting In re Yve S., 373 Md. 551,

586 (2003)).

With respect to the court’s finding that a child is a CINA, “this Court will not set aside

this finding unless it was clearly erroneous.  In re: Joseph G., 94 Md. App. 343, 346 (1993). 

“[T]he adjudication of A CINA is to be made by a preponderance of the evidence.”  Id. at

347.  Accord In re: Beverly B., 72 Md. App. 433, 440 (1987).
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DISCUSSION

I.

CINA Adjudications and Grant of Custody to the Department

Appellants make multiple contentions regarding the finding that the children were

CINA and the order that they remain in foster care.  We will address each of these

contentions in turn.

A.

Dewane and Maria’s CINA Adjudication’s and Order for Foster Care Due to

Mr. W.’s Neglect

Mr. W.’s first two contentions are that the court erred: (1) in determining that Dewane

and Maria were CINA; and (2) by ordering that they remain in foster care when “there were

no allegations that their father abused or neglected them.”  With regard to the court’s CINA

determination, Mr. W. argues that, although Ms. W. neglected Dewane and Maria, pursuant

to Md. Code (2013 Repl. Vol.) § 3-819(e) of the Courts & Judicial Proceedings Article

(“CJP”),  because he was “able and willing to care for the child[ren],” the court was required

to dismiss the CINA petition.  Moreover, he argues that, even if the children were properly

adjudicated CINA, the disposition of placing them with the Department, rather than in his

care and custody, was error, stating that he “is a fit and proper person to care for his

children.”  He asserts that, if the Department wanted to monitor the situation, “there is no

reason to believe that an order of protective supervision would not suffice,” and “[p]lacing
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these children, who have known their father for their entire lives, in foster care constituted

an error that warrants reversal.” 

The Department argues that the juvenile court’s determination that the children were

CINA was not clearly erroneous, and the court did not abuse its discretion when it granted 

custody to the Department for placement in foster care.  It contends that the court properly

found that Mr. W. neglected his children by inaction.  It asserts that Mr. W., who did not

attend either day of the exceptions hearing and presented no testimony, did not refute the

evidence that he had “been a constant presence in the children’s lives,” but he “failed to take

any action to provide the children with a proper living environment, to ensure that their

health concerns were addressed, to provide supervision, and to provide them with a proper

education.” 

The children argue that the evidence was sufficient to support the court’s CINA

findings and placement of the children in foster care.  In that regard, the children assert that

the court’s factual findings, i.e., that Mr. W. was a constant presence in the children’s lives

that he was aware of the children’s circumstances, and he neglected them by failing to

intervene on their behalf, were not clearly erroneous and supported the court’s ruling. 

We agree with the Department and the children.  Based on the totality of the

circumstances, see In re Priscilla B., 214 Md. App. 600, 621 (2013) (“In determining

whether a child has been neglected, a court may and must look at the totality of the

circumstances”),  there was extensive evidence of Ms. W.’s neglect of the children.  For
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example, the evidence showed that Ms. W. failed to provide proper medical care; the three

girls were obese and had infections and other problems, and Dewane Jr. had a calcified dead

roach in his ear.  There was educational neglect; Ms. W. claimed to “home school” the

children, but the children all had significant educational delays.  Dewane, at age 11, could

barely write his name, and Maria, at age six, could recognize only two letters and one

number, despite IQ testing revealing an average to above average ability.  The children also

stated that Mr. and Ms. W. were abusive, emotionally and physically.  Thus, there clearly was

neglect.

Mr. W. did not refute the evidence demonstrating that he had been a constant presence

in the children’s lives, and that he had failed to take any action to ensure that their health

concerns were addressed, to provide them with supervision, and to provide them with a

proper education.  Mr. W. also did not refute the children’s statements about domestic

violence or physical abuse.  The circuit court properly determined that Mr. W. neglected his

children through inaction, and that this neglect rendered him unable to provide proper care

to the children.  See Id. at 625-26 (“[T]he court assesses neglect by assessing the inaction of

a parent over time.  To the extent that inaction repeats itself, courts can appropriately view

that pattern of omission as a predictor of future behavior, active or passive.”).  
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B.

Application of the ICPC to Non-Custodial Parents

Mr. J.’s first contention involves the ICPC, Md. Code (2012 Repl. Vol.) § 5-601, et.

seq. of the Family Law Article (“FL”), which was designed to foster cooperation among the

states to ensure that children who are placed out-of-state are placed into safe, suitable

environments, and that proper arrangements are made for monitoring those placements.  See

FL § 5-602.  Under FL § 5-604(d), a

child shall not be sent, brought, or caused to be sent or brought into the

receiving state until the appropriate public authorities in the receiving state

shall notify the sending agency, in writing, to the effect that the proposed

placement does not appear to be contrary to the interests of the child.

Mr. J. contends that the court erred in denying his motion for declaratory judgment,

in which he sought a declaration that the ICPC did not require approval for Delaware where

Allayah would be left in the receiving state with Mr. J. or her paternal grandmother.  He

asserts that the ICPC does not apply in CINA cases where the sending agency, the

Department, would be leaving the child in the receiving state with a noncustodial parent, as

opposed to a foster care or adoption placement.  In support, he cites FL § 5-609(1), which

provides that the compact does not apply to:

[T]he sending or bringing of a child into a receiving state by the child’s parent,

step-parent, grandparent, adult brother or sister, adult uncle or aunt, or

guardian and leaving the child with any such relative or non-agency guardian

in the receiving state.
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He argues that the court below erred in finding that the ICPC applied to parents and other

relative resources and denying his motion for declaratory judgment. 

Both the Department and the children argue that the ICPC applies to noncustodial

parents.  The Department asserts that,  because Allayah would have been sent to the receiving

state by the Department, rather than a party enumerated in FL § 5-609, the ICPC “clearly

applie[d]” to Allayah’s placement in Delaware.  In any event, appellees argue, even if ICPC

approval was not required to grant custody to Mr. J., the court did not rely on the ICPC as a

basis for its ruling, and therefore this contention does not state grounds for reversal.

We agree with appellees that, even assuming that Mr. J.’s contention is correct on the

merits,  it does not warrant reversal.  To warrant reversal in a civil case, an appellant must6

show both error and prejudice.  See Barksdale v. Wilkowsky, 419 Md. 649, 660 (2011) (“the

burden to show error in civil cases is on the appealing party to show that an error caused

 To be clear, we are not suggesting that it is correct.  The Court of Appeals has6

indicated that it disagrees with Mr. J.’s analysis:  

“in order for this exception to apply, 1) the child must be brought or sent to the

receiving state by any of the aforementioned relatives or guardian; and 2) the

child must be left with any such relative.” . . .   Here, Cadence would have

been sent to Pennsylvania by the Department, a party not enumerated in FL

Section 5–609. Thus, the ICPC, with its jurisdictional limitations on the

Department, clearly applies to Cadence’s placement in Pennsylvania.

Furthermore, “the ICPC was not designed to protect the rights of birth parents;

instead, it is designed to ensure that placements for children across state lines

are safe.”

In re Adoption of Cadence B., 417 Md. 146, 159 n.11 (2010) (quoting In re Adoption/

Guardianship No. 3598, 347 Md. 295, 317-18 (1997) (emphasis added).
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prejudice”); Flores v. Bell, 398 Md. 27, 33 (2007) (“Prejudice can be demonstrated by

showing that the error was likely to have affected the verdict below; an error that does not

affect the outcome of the case is harmless error.”).  

Here, even if the court erred in denying the motion for declaratory judgment and

finding that the ICPC “will apply to the parent and other relative resources,” there is no

prejudice.  The ruling that is the subject of appeal is the order finding Allayah to be a CINA

and committing her to foster care.  These rulings were not based on any ICPC study, and

Mr. J. has failed to show any prejudice relating to the order on appeal.

C.

Violation of the ICPC

Mr. J.’s next contention also addresses the ICPC.  He contends that the Department

violated the ICPC when it removed Allayah from Delaware and brought her to Maryland for

foster care placement.  He asserts that Delaware, which sent the children to Maryland “did

not comply with the notice of intent to send provisions of the ICPC.”   Accordingly, he7

 FL § 5-604(b) provides:7

Prior to sending, bringing or causing any child to be sent or brought into a

receiving state for placement in foster care or as a preliminary to a possible

adoption, the sending agency shall furnish the appropriate public authorities

in the receiving state written notice of the intention to send, bring, or place the

child in the receiving state. The notice shall contain:

(1) the name, date and place of birth of the child.

(2) the identity and address or addresses of the parents or legal

guardian.

(3) the name and address of the person, agency or institution to or with
(continued...)
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asserts, Delaware retained jurisdiction over Allayah, and the Department “should . . . be

required to comply with the ICPC retroactively to insure that Delaware can oversee the

welfare of its citizens.”  8

The Department and the children counter that the Uniform Child Custody &

Jurisdiction Enforcement Act (“UCCJEA”), not the ICPC, establishes jurisdiction over the

custody of children in CINA proceedings, and under the UCCJEA, Maryland had jurisdiction

at the time of Allayah’s removal from Delaware.  They note that she had moved to Maryland

in January of 2011, more than 20 months prior to the filing of the petition, and therefore,

Maryland was her home state when the CINA proceedings were initiated on August 28, 2012. 

We agree.

The UCCJEA is codified in FL § 9.5-101, et. seq.  Section 9.5-201 addresses

jurisdiction as follows:

(a) [With an exception not applicable here], a court of this State has

jurisdiction to make an initial child custody determination only if:

(1) this State is the home state of the child on the date of the

commencement of the proceeding, or was the home state of the child within 6

months before the commencement of the proceeding and the child is absent

(...continued)7

which the sending agency proposes to send, bring, or place the child.

(4) a full statement of the reasons for such proposed action and

evidence of the authority pursuant to which the placement is proposed to be

made.

 Mr. J. cites no authority for the proposition that a violation of the ICPC impacts the8

jurisdiction of the court to hear a case.  The case upon which he relies, In Re Adoption No.

10087 in the Circuit Court for Montgomery County, 324 Md. 394, 405-08, 413 (1991), does

not support this contention.
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from this State but a parent or person acting as a parent continues to live in this

State;

(2) a court of another state does not have jurisdiction under item (1) of

this subsection.

FL § 9.5-201 (emphasis added).  Section 9.5-101(h) defines “Home state” as:  (1) the state

in which a child lived with a parent or a person acting as a parent for at least 6 consecutive

months, including any temporary absence, immediately before the commencement of a child

custody proceeding.”  Section 9.5-101(e) defines “Child custody proceeding” as “a

proceeding in which legal custody, physical custody, or visitation with respect to a child is

an issue,” FL § 9.5-101(e)(1), and includes “a proceeding for . . . neglect, abuse, dependency,

guardianship, paternity, [and] termination of parental rights.”  FL § 9.5-101(e)(2).  Accord

In re: John F., 169 Md. App. 171, 184 (2006) (the UCCJEA is applicable in a CINA

proceeding).

Here, the evidence shows that Ms. W. began living in Maryland with Allayah around

January 11, 2011, and she continued living in Maryland, with the exception of a brief return

to Delaware in late 2011, until the CINA proceedings were commenced on August 28, 2012.  9

Based on this evidence, the juvenile court properly determined that it had  jurisdiction. 

 Indeed, Mr. J. essentially conceded that Maryland was Allayah’s home state in his9

motion to transfer or coordination of jurisdiction, stating that “Maryland may be considered

the home state because of where Mother and Respondent resided at the time the

[Department] commenced this case.”
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D.

Procedural Due Process

Mr. J.’s third contention is that he was denied procedural due process.  In support, he

makes two arguments.  First, he asserts that he was not given proper notice of the October 16,

2012, shelter care proceedings.  As a result, he argues, he was “denied the right to raise

jurisdictional issues and present evidence concerning shelter care at a critical stage of the

proceeding.” 

Second, he asserts that he was required to have an ICPC completed before he was

offered services or granted unsupervised visitation.  He contends that this is not required for

Maryland parents, and the “difference in procedures for resident and nonresident parents is

not rationally related to a legitimate government interest and jeopardizes the fundamental

rights of a nonresident parent.”  We will address each of these issues in turn.

1.

Notice and Opportunity To Be Heard

With respect to notice, Mr. J. contends that the Department made “[m]inimal efforts”

to “locate and serve him prior to the shelter care hearing.”  The Department disagrees.   It10

contends that the means of notice it used were “reasonably calculated to give notice to

Mr. J.” and “it properly balanced the State’s interest in protecting children from neglect with

 The children do not directly address Mr. J.’s procedural due process argument in10

their brief.
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Mr. J.’s right as a parent to raise his child.”  The Department asserts that, prior to the shelter

care hearing, it attempted personal service on Mr. J. at an address that Mr. J. used as his

mailing address.  The resident there informed Mr. J. of the service attempt and that the

documents pertained to Allayah.  It also provided notice through publication.  It argues that

these efforts  show that the Department used methods reasonably calculated to give notice

to Mr. J. of the CINA proceedings in light of the “practicalities and peculiarities of the case.” 

The Department further asserts that the court properly balanced the competing

interests of Ms. W., Allayah, the State, and Mr. J. in determining whether to proceed with the

shelter care petition in Mr. J.’s absence, noting that Mr. J.’s rights were attenuated given that

Mr. J. had no parent-child relationship with Allayah because he had virtually no contact with

her for her entire life.  In any event, it asserts that Mr. J. “received a fair post-deprivation

judicial review at the adjudication and disposition hearings which comported with his due

process guarantees, thus rendering moot his attack on the shelter care hearing without his

presence.”

  The record reflects that Ms. W. advised the Department that she had become pregnant

with Allayah after Mr. J. raped her, an allegation that Mr. J. denied.  She further alleged that

Mr. W. had put his name on Allayah’s birth certificate.  At the time of Allayah’s removal by

the Department, both Ms. W. and Allayah informed the Department that they believed Mr. J.

was incarcerated.   
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In the initial CINA petition, Amber’s father’s address was listed as Rabbit Run Lane,

in Seaford, Delaware.  Mr. J.’s address was listed as River Road, in Millsboro, Delaware.

The Department stated that it had no contact with Allayah’s father, and that there were no

parents who were willing and/or able to adequately care for Allayah. 

In the beginning of September 2012, prior to the shelter care proceedings, CPS

Investigator Jamie Cugler contacted child support enforcement to try to obtain the most

recent addresses of Allayah’s and Amber’s fathers.  At that time, an address on Sunset Drive,

Laurel, Delaware, was listed as Mr. J.’s last known address.  Ms. Cugler sent letters and

notifications to all of the addresses that she had in the hopes of discovering a correct address. 

Mr. J. later acknowledged that Sunset Drive, where he had lived with Aleeshia W., the

mother of two of his other children, was his last address before being incarcerated, was the

last address that the child support enforcement office had for him, and was the last address

at which he received mail.  He also acknowledged that Aleeshia W. had contacted him and

told him that attempts were being made to serve him at the Sunset Drive address, and he

assumed that the documents pertained to Allayah. 

On October 10, 2012, the Department filed an affidavit of service by publication,

stating that it had published notice of the upcoming hearing.  On October 11, 2012, the

Department sheltered Allayah.   On October 15, 2012, the Department checked a box in its11

  The Department also sheltered Maria and Dewane, who was in the custody of DJS11

in Salisbury but nevertheless a subject of the CINA adjudication and disposition hearings. 
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second shelter care report prior to the hearing indicating that Mr. J. was notified.  The order

for alternative service, however, was not signed by the court until October 23, 2012, after the

Department already had published notice.  In the interim, on October 16, 2012, the juvenile

court held the shelter care hearing, without Mr. J.’s presence.  

After the initial shelter care hearing, following which shelter care was continued, it

was discovered that Mr. J.’s correct address was on Rabbit Run Lane, and that Amber’s

father’s and Mr. J.’s addresses had been transposed. On October 25, 2012, the Department

advised the court of Mr. J.’s correct address and sent correspondence to Mr. J. at that address. 

The next hearing was set for November 5, 2012.  Mr. J. appeared for the hearing on

November 5, 2012, at which time he requested a continuance to obtain counsel.  

Section 3-815(c)(3) of the Courts & Judicial Proceedings Article provides that, if the

parent “can be located, reasonable notice, oral or written, stating the time, place and purpose

of the shelter care hearing shall be given.”   To determine whether the State met “the notice

requirements of procedural due process,” the test is not “actual receipt of notice,” but rather,

whether the means of notice used were “reasonably calculated, under all the circumstances,

to apprize interested parties of the pendency of the action and afford them an opportunity to

present their objections.”  Griffin v. Bierman, 403 Md. 186, 198 (2008) (quoting Mullane v.

Cent. Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314 (1950)).   In making this determination,

the court “must balance the interests of the state . . . against the individual interest sought to

be protected by the fourteenth amendment.”  Id. at 197 (quoting Miserandino v. Resort
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Props., Inc., 345 Md. 43, 53 (1997)).  Accordingly, in the context of a shelter care

proceeding, this Court has recognized that it must “strike a balance between the State’s

compelling interest to do all that it can to protect children from child abuse and neglect . . .

while at the same time recognizing the fundamental right of a parent to raise his or her child.” 

In Re: Damien F., 182 Md. App. 546 (2008).  Here, we agree with the Department that the

means of notice used by it were reasonably calculated to give Mr. J. notice of the

proceedings.

In any event, as the Department notes, even if we were to conclude that notice of the

initial shelter care proceedings was inadequate, any inadequacy in that regard was rendered

moot after Mr. J. appeared and received a full and fair opportunity to be heard at the

subsequent adjudication and disposition hearings.  Under these circumstances, any attack on

the shelter care hearing is moot.  Id. at 587 (recognizing, in a CINA case, that error in

emergency shelter hearing was mooted by subsequent adjudicatory hearing at which child

was found to be CINA).  

2.

Difference In Procedures For Resident and Non-Resident Parents

Mr. J. next asserts that the Department refused to grant him custody or unsupervised

visitation until the completion of the ICPC, a requirement inapplicable to Maryland parents

who have not abused or neglected their children.  He argues that this “difference in
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procedures for residents and non-resident parents is not rationally related to a legitimate

government interest and jeopardizes the fundamental rights of a nonresident parent.”    

The Department responds in two ways.   First, it argues that it is the juvenile court,12

not the Department, that determines visitation and custody, and the order from which Mr. J.

appeals granted him unsupervised visitation after declining to give him custody of Allayah. 

Second, it asserts that Mr. J. is raising a constitutional, equal protection challenge, but he did

not make such a challenge before the juvenile court, and therefore, the argument is not

preserved for appellate review.

We agree with the Department that Mr. J.’s constitutional challenge is not properly

before this Court because it was not raised below.  See Md. Rule 8-131(a) (“Ordinarily, the

appellate court will not decide [an] issue unless it plainly appears by the record to have been

raised in or decided by the trial court.”).  In Hall v. State, 22 Md. App. 240, 245-46 (1974),

we explained the significance of the lack of preservation regarding a constitutional claim:

On matters of such import and significance as constitutional questions,

we cannot overstress the necessity of preserving the issue below. . . . 

“[N]othing is better settled than the rule that the question as to the

constitutionality of a statute will not be considered on appeal when not

properly raised and decided by the lower court.”

(Quoting Vuitch v. State, 10 Md. App. 389, 398 (1970)).  Accord Seat Pleasant Baptist

Church Bd. of Tr. v. Long, 114 Md. App. 660, 677-78 (1997) (constitutionality of a statute

 The children do not directly respond to Mr. J.’s argument in this regard.12
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will not be considered on appeal when not raised below).  Accordingly, we decline to address

this argument.  

E.

Substantive Due Process

Mr. J.’s last contention, that he was deprived of his fundamental right to parent

Allayah and to make decisions regarding her care, custody, and control, takes issue with the

court’s denial of his request for custody of Allayah.  He asserts that there is a presumption

of parental fitness, and he presented “extensive evidence” as to his fitness.  He asserts that

the court erroneously ignored this evidence in denying him custody.

The Department contends that “Mr. J’s constitutionally rights were not violated in

light of evidence demonstrating that Mr. J. was neither able nor willing to provide proper

care and attention to Allayah.”   It asserts that “Mr. J. was not fit to assume custody of13

Allayah,”  noting his 13-year failure to establish any relationship with Allayah and his

“failure to plan for and protect his son Tyreik.”  It further notes that Mr. J. failed to visit

Allayah prior to her placement in foster care, that his living and financial situation was

unstable, and that placement in the same home as Tyreik would have presented a danger to

her.  Accordingly, it asserts, the court correctly concluded that Mr. J. was neither fit nor ready

 The children do not directly address this issue in their brief, but assert only that the13

court’s factual findings and “concerns” were “well supported.”
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or able to care for Allayah, and that it would not be in her best interests to grant custody to

Mr. J. 

Pursuant to CJP § 3-819(e), in a CINA proceeding where

allegations in the petition are sustained against only one parent of a child, and

there is another parent who is able and willing to care for the child, the court

may not find that the child is a child in need of assistance, but, before

dismissing the case, the court may award custody to the other parent.

(emphasis added).

Here, the court determined that Mr. J. was willing, but not ready or able to care for

Allayah.  The court based this determination on the evidence, including that Mr. J. only

recently met Allayah, that his financial and living situations are unstable, and that Tyreik’s

presence presented a potential danger to Allayah.  Thus, the court committed Allayah to the

limited guardianship of the Department on terms it considered appropriate, including

granting Mr. J. unsupervised visitation with Allayah, and ordering that it would revisit the

issue of the propriety of custody to Mr. J. in the future.  See CJP § 3-819(b)(1)(iii).  We

perceive no abuse of discretion.

II.

Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction

Mr. W.’s last contention is that the court erred by refusing to grant his motion to

transfer jurisdiction to Delaware, asserting that the court did not consider the relevant

statutory factors under the UCCJEA.  Although he acknowledges that Maryland was the

children’s “home-state at time of removal,” he asserts that Delaware was the appropriate
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forum because all four parents are Delaware residents, Ms. W.’s extended family lives in

Delaware, the girls were residing in Delaware and removed to Maryland without the

authority of court, the children had ties to Delaware, including medical and birth records,

there were no appropriate medical facilities in Maryland to treat the girls’ morbid obesity,

and changing the children’s placement to Delaware was the only way to achieve

reunification. 

The Department disagrees.  It argues that the court properly considered the appropriate

statutory factors and determined that the factors favored keeping jurisdiction in Maryland. 

FL §  9.5-207(a)(1) provides that: “A court of this State that has jurisdiction under this

title to make a child custody determination may decline to exercise its jurisdiction at any time

if it determines that it is an inconvenient forum under the circumstances and that a court of

another state is a more appropriate forum.”  (Emphasis added).  The determination whether

to transfer a case is discretionary.  See Miller v. Mathias, 428 Md. 419, 454 (2012) (“decision

whether to relinquish the court’s jurisdiction in favor of a more convenient one is one

addressed to the sound discretion of the court”).  

In determining whether to transfer a case based on a claim that it is an inconvenient

forum, the court shall consider whether it is appropriate for a court of another state to

exercise jurisdiction, including consideration of the following relevant factors:

(ii) the length of time the child has resided outside this State;

(iii) the distance between the court in this State and the court in the state

that would assume jurisdiction;

(iv) the relative financial circumstances of the parties;
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(v) any agreement of the parties as to which state should assume

jurisdiction;

(vi) the nature and location of the evidence required to resolve the

pending litigation, including testimony of the child;

(vii) the ability of the court of each state to decide the issue

expeditiously and the procedures necessary to present the evidence; and

(viii) the familiarity of the court of each state with the facts and issues

in the pending litigation.

FL § 9.5-207(b)(2).  

In denying the parties’ motions to transfer jurisdiction, the court stated that it had

“considered the arguments,” noted the “size of the file” amassed during proceedings in this

state, and was “mindful of the law.”  Although the court did not set forth, seriatim, the

applicable factors delineated in FL § 9.5-207(b)(2), Mr. W. has cited no authority to support

the proposition that the court is required to do so.  Indeed, “we presume judges to know the

law and apply it, even in the absence of a verbal indication of having considered it.  [A]

judge is presumed to know the law, and thus is not required to set out in intimate detail each

and every step in his or her thought process.”  Smith v. Johns Hopkins Cmty Physicians, Inc.,

209 Md. App. 406, 426 (2013) (quoting Cobrand v. Adventist Healthcare, Inc., 149 Md.

App. 431, 445 (2002)).  

Indeed, the factors favored keeping the case in Maryland: (1) the children presently

were in Maryland, and they had been for a year and one-half prior to the filing of the CINA

petition; (2) there were no pending proceedings in Delaware, and because the parents were

living in at least two jurisdictions in Delaware, it would not be possible to determine the

distance to the Delaware court that might assume jurisdiction; (3) there was no agreement
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between the parties to transfer the cases; and (4) after examining the evidence and the “size

of the file” the court implicitly recognized that “the nature and location of the evidence” was

in Maryland and determined that Maryland could “decide the issue[s] expeditiously” and

“was familiar with ‘the facts and issues in the pending litigation.’”  

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.  COSTS TO

BE PAID BY APPELLANTS. 
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